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Key Points:13

• FIREBIRD-II observed a microburst whose 250 keV electrons arrived before the14

650 keV electrons15

• We estimate that the observed inverse energy dispersion of 0.1 ms/keV is statis-16

tically significant17

• Our observations are consistent with the inverse time-of-flight model of chorus waves18

resonating with 100s keV electrons19
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Abstract20

Interactions between whistler mode chorus waves and electrons are a dominant mech-21

anism for particle acceleration and loss in the outer radiation belt. One form of this loss22

is electron microburst precipitation: a sub-second intense burst of electrons. Despite pre-23

vious investigations, details regarding the microburst-chorus scattering mechanism—such24

as dominant resonance harmonic—are largely unconstrained. One way to observation-25

ally probe this is via the time-of-flight energy dispersion. If a single cyclotron resonance26

is dominant, then higher energy electrons will resonate at higher magnetic latitudes: some-27

times resulting in an inverse time-of-flight dispersion with lower-energy electrons lead-28

ing. Here we present a clear example of this phenomena, observed by a FIREBIRD-II29

CubeSat on 27 August 2015, that shows good agreement with the Miyoshi-Saito time-30

of-flight model. When constrained by this observation, the Miyoshi-Saito model predicts31

that a relatively narrowband chorus wave with a ∼ 0.2 of the equatorial electron gyrofre-32

quency scattered the microburst.33

Plain Language Summary34

Wave-particle interactions are a ubiquitous phenomenon in plasmas. Around Earth,35

interactions between electrons and a plasma wave termed whistler mode chorus leads to36

both the acceleration of the outer Van Allen radiation belt electrons, and rapid precip-37

itation of electrons into Earth’s atmosphere. One form of this precipitation is called elec-38

tron microbursts: a sub-second and intense bursts of electrons most often observed by39

high altitude balloons and low Earth orbiting satellites. While microbursts have been40

studied since the dawn of the Space Age, fundamental details regarding how they are41

generated are largely unknown. One clue to the properties of the scattering mechanism42

comes from energy-dependent time-of-flight dispersion signatures. Electrons with a larger43

kinetic energy move faster, and will therefore precipitate before the electrons with lower44

kinetic energy. However, in this paper we show observations made by the FIREBIRD-45

II CubeSat mission of the opposite: lower-energy electrons arriving first. This counter-46

intuitive phenomena, termed inverse time-of-flight energy dispersion, together with mod-47

els, is a powerful tool to sense the detailed nature of how plasma waves scatter electrons48

in Earth’s near space environment.49

1 Introduction50

Wave-particle interactions are ubiquitous phenomena in plasmas and are a vitally51

important driver of Earth’s outer Van Allen radiation belt dynamics. Specifically, whistler52

mode chorus waves are believed to contribute significantly to radiation belt electron ac-53

celeration and loss (e.g., Miyoshi et al., 2003; Bortnik & Thorne, 2007; Miyoshi et al.,54

2013; Reeves et al., 2013; Lejosne et al., 2022). Whistler mode chorus waves are right-55

hand circularly polarized and exist in two frequency bands: the lower band spanning ap-56

proximately Ω = 0.1−0.4 ωce, and the upper band approximately spanning Ω = 0.5−57

0.9 ωce with a gap near 0.5 ωce, where ωce is the electron gyro frequency (J. Li et al.,58

2019). Chorus waves often originate at the magnetic equator and propagate to higher59

magnetic latitudes (λ) where they can scatter electrons over a wide range of energies (e.g.60

Horne & Thorne, 2003).61

The effect of a chorus wave on an electron will, in general, differ in each subsequent62

gyration and will average to zero over many gyrations (Walker, 1993). However, if the63

electron experiences a static electric field during its gyration, the electron is in resonance64

and can experience substantial acceleration or deceleration (e.g. Omura et al., 2009). One65

form of chorus-electron gyro-resonance that leads to significant microburst flux occurs66

when the electrons and the chorus wave are counter-steaming (e.g., Tsurutani & Lakhina,67

1997; Lorentzen et al., 2001; Miyoshi et al., 2020; Kang et al., 2022). The resonance con-68

dition between relativistic electrons and field aligned chorus waves is often expressed as69
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Ω + k||v|| =
nωce

γ
, (1)

where the wave vector parallel to the background magnetic field is k||, the electron ve-70

locity parallel to the background magnetic field is v||, the resonance harmonic is n, and71

the Lorentz factor is γ. Here we use the sign convention where k|| and v|| are both pos-72

itive, despite the fact that they must counter-propagate for resonance to occur.73

Lorentzen et al. (2001) applied this resonance condition to estimate the energy-dependent74

magnetic latitude of electrons interacting with chorus waves. The authors found that par-75

allel chorus waves can scatter 1 MeV electrons into the atmosphere via the n = 1 cy-76

clotron resonance harmonic at high magnetic latitudes (λ = 15◦−30◦). Horne and Thorne77

(2003), Miyoshi et al. (2020), A. V. Artemyev et al. (2021), and others came to a sim-78

ilar conclusion. Alternatively, oblique chorus waves can scatter electrons too, but that79

necessitates higher n (or n = 0 Landau resonance) and intense waves that are seldom80

observed (e.g. A. Artemyev et al., 2016; Agapitov et al., 2018; A. Artemyev et al., 2022).81

Out of the two possibilities, recent theoretical and observational results favor the cyclotron82

resonance of field-aligned chorus waves with electrons (e.g. Shen et al., 2021; Chen et83

al., 2022); this is the assumption that we adopt here.84

Assuming field-aligned chorus waves, the n = 1 resonance condition results in a85

energy-dependent electron time-of-flight (TOF) dispersion that has been modeled in a86

few studies (e.g. Miyoshi et al., 2010; Saito et al., 2012). With prescribed wave param-87

eters, these TOF models predict microburst precipitation time as a function of energy88

(dispersion curves). In other words, observations of the TOF energy dispersion, together89

with models, can constrain the high-altitude wave environment that produces the pre-90

cipitation. Miyoshi et al. (2010) developed a TOF model by considering the magnetic91

latitude where the first order cyclotron resonance condition is satisfied. The TOF ingre-92

dients include the time it takes the chorus wave to propagate to the λ where it will res-93

onate with counter-propagating electrons, the time the recently-resonant electron take94

to reach the magnetic equator, and the quarter bounce period for the electron to travel95

from the magnetic equator to the ionosphere. The authors used this model to describe96

the observed energy dispersion of 1−10 keV electrons: the higher energy electrons ar-97

rive before the lower energy electrons. In passing, Miyoshi et al. (2010) also mentioned98

that their TOF model sometimes predicted inverse dispersion: the higher energy elec-99

trons arrive after the lower energy electrons—a counterintuitive effect of interest in this100

study.101

Saito et al. (2012) used this TOF model to further explore the necessary conditions102

for inverse dispersed microbursts. The authors found that the TOF dispersion should103

be normal (high energy electrons lead) for sub-100 keV electrons, and inverse for > 100104

keV electrons. This effect was also confirmed with test-particle simulations in Miyoshi105

et al. (2020) and Chen et al. (2020). We illustrate how this model can produce inverse106

dispersion in Fig. 1(A)-(D). An instrument with sufficient time and energy resolution,107

as well as sufficient energy extent, would observe a bow-shaped TOF dispersion curve108

spanning 10-1000 keV energies. Considering a particle instrument sensitive to > 200 keV109

electrons, the TOF model predicts that that those electrons will be inverse dispersed.110

Figure 1(E) shows how this dispersion would appear in a time series.111

A note regarding the terminology used in Saito et al. (2012). Saito et al. (2012)112

use the negative and positive dispersion terminology (in reference to the slope of the peak113

microburst flux in an energy-time spectrogram). For clarity, Saito et al. (2012)’s posi-114

tive dispersion is equivalent to Miyoshi et al. (2010)’s inverse dispersion. And for sim-115

plicity, we henceforth use the inverse dispersion nomenclature only.116
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Figure 1. The time progression of electrons undergoing counter-streaming cyclotron reso-

nance with field-aligned chorus wave. Panel (A) shows the electrons along the field line and a

chorus wave as it begins propagating. Panels (B) and (C) show the magnetic latitudes where 250

and 650 keV counter-streaming electrons resonate with the chorus wave, and their path to the

ionosphere. The 250 keV electrons resonate first, followed by the 650 keV electrons shorty after.

While faster, the higher energy electrons resonate later, and must travel further to the ionosphere

(represented by the curved arrows of differing length). Panel (D) shows the locations of these

two microburst electron populations at the end of the their propagation in the ionosphere—the

high energy electrons lag slightly behind the low energy electrons. At the same time as Panel

(D), Panel (E) shows the observed flux in low Earth orbit. Here, the low-energy microburst peak

arrives ∆t before the high-energy microburst peak.
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The TOF model allows us to constrain the chorus wave frequencies, range of res-117

onant λ, and test if (or when) the n = 1 cyclotron resonance assumption—common in118

wave-particle scattering models—is valid.119

While normally dispersed electron precipitation have been reported elsewhere, es-120

pecially in relation to pulsating aurora (e.g. Yau et al., 1981; Sato et al., 2004; Miyoshi121

et al., 2010; Kawamura et al., 2021), inverse dispersed microbursts have not been clearly122

observed. In this study we use The Focused Investigations of Relativistic Electron Burst123

Intensity, Range, and Dynamics (FIREBIRD-II; Crew et al. (2016); Johnson et al. (2020))124

CubeSats and show a clear example of an inverse dispersed microburst observed on 27125

August 2015 at 12:40:37 UT. The 18.75 ms cadence data was sufficient to resolve the dis-126

persion in four energy channels spanning 230−770 keV. We fit the observed dispersion127

with a line and use Bayesian inference to account for instrument uncertainties. Lastly,128

we place our observations in context by constraining the wave-particle interaction us-129

ing the TOF model (Miyoshi et al., 2010; Saito et al., 2012).130

2 Methodology131

2.1 The FIREBIRD-II CubeSats132

The FIREBIRD-II mission consists of a pair of 1.5U CubeSats launched on 31 Jan-133

uary 2015 into a polar low Earth orbit. Part of their mission was to use their small spa-134

tial separation to quantify the spatial scale size of 200 keV to > 1 MeV microbursts with135

the collimated detector’s 6 energy channels (Crew et al., 2016; Shumko et al., 2018). Af-136

ter a few months, their separation increased beyond the size of any known microburst137

(a few hundred km, see Shumko, Johnson, Sample, et al. (2020) and references within),138

and the FIREBIRD-II science team began pursuing secondary science objectives includ-139

ing coordinated observations during conjunction with high altitude satellites (Breneman140

et al., 2017; Capannolo et al., 2019; Duderstadt et al., 2021), and high time resolution141

campaigns to observe microburst dispersion. For the latter objective, FIREBIRD-II col-142

lected 18.75 and 12.50 ms high resolution (HiRes) data—a cadence on the order of the143

inverse dispersion delays theorized by Saito et al. (2012) for electron precipitation in the144

100s keV range.145

2.2 Microburst Identification and Fitting146

Finding and analyzing inverse-dispersed microbursts consists of three main steps:147

find microbursts, calculate the time of the microburst peak as a function of energy, and148

quantify the TOF energy dispersion. These steps are expanded on below.149

Step 1: we find microbursts in the FIREBIRD-II collimated detector data using150

the burst parameter algorithm (O’Brien et al., 2003) that has been used in numerous151

studies (e.g. Douma et al., 2017; Shumko et al., 2021). To use this detection algorithm,152

we calculated the 100 and 500 ms running average counts in the ∼ 250 keV channel (low-153

est energy channel). To the averaged counts we then applied the detection algorithm with154

the same parameters as described in O’Brien et al. (2003),155

Step 2: we calculate the arrival time of the microburst peak in each energy chan-156

nel. We applied the same methodology as in Shumko et al. (2021) by fitting the microburst157

count time series in each energy channel with a Gaussian superposed with a trend line.158

As in Shumko et al. (2021), we estimated the goodness of fit using the R2 statistic. We159

then visually surveyed the detected microbursts and searched for inverse-dispersed mi-160

crobursts that were well-fit across multiple energy channels. During this process we dis-161

carded microbursts observed when the FIREBIRD-II’s collimated detector was affected162

by dead time or saturation: both are described in Johnson et al. (2020) and in Appendix163
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A. For each energy channel, we save the time of fitted peak microburst flux, and apply164

it in the third step.165

Step 3: lastly we compare the time differences between the peak microburst flux166

across energies and quantify the dispersion. For this we define the time lag between mi-167

croburst peak times in each energy channel as ∆tn = tn−t0, where tn is the peak time168

of the microburst in the nth energy channel, and t0 is the peak time in the lowest en-169

ergy channel. Inverse dispersed microbursts have a positive slope with this convention170

when plotted as a function of energy. Then we quantify the average rate of dispersion171

by fitting a line to the set of ∆tn. This allows us to readily see dispersion, inverse or oth-172

erwise, and calculate the average rate of dispersion in that energy range.173

While fitting a line to the ∆tn, we need to consider the instrumental uncertainties174

in energy and time. One way to do this naturally is with Bayesian inference that defines175

uncertain parameters using probability density functions (e.g. Kruschke, 2014; Shumko,176

Johnson, Sample, et al., 2020). It allows us to define the prior—the range of possible177

fit parameter values. The prior is then updated during the Bayesian inference, constrained178

by the data and its uncertainty. The output is an updated version of the prior, called179

the posterior distribution.180

We parameterize the uncertainty in time using a likelihood L ∼ Normal(σ = 18.75)181

with units of [ms]. In energy, we describe the uncertainty with three assumptions: no182

uncertainty, electrons uniformly distributed within each energy channel range, and elec-183

trons exponentially distributed within each energy channel range. While we tested all184

three assumptions, due to the exponentially-falling microburst energy spectrum (Johnson185

et al., 2021), the exponential energy channel assumption is the most realistic. For the186

linear fit prior we assumed y-intercept ∼ Normal(µ = 0, σ = 50) with units of [ms],187

and slope ∼ Normal(µ = 0, σ = 5) with units [ms/keV].188

Once fit, we characterize the range of possible slopes and y-intercepts, incorporat-189

ing the data and uncertainties, with the mean and the 95% credible interval (CI) of the190

posterior. The mean of the posterior distribution is similar to the result using traditional191

least squares optimization.192

3 Results193

The inverse dispersed microburst of interest here was observed on 27 August 2015194

at 12:40:37 UT while FIREBIRD-II Flight Unit 3 (FU3) orbited above the southern tip195

of Greenland, at an L-shell of 5, and magnetic local time (MLT) of 10. At this location,196

FU3 only observed electrons that precipitated within a bounce period—inside the region197

called the bounce loss cone (e.g. J. B. Blake et al., 1996; Shumko et al., 2018; Greeley198

et al., 2019; Shumko, Johnson, O’Brien, et al., 2020).199

Figure 2(A-D) show microburst electron count rates observed in four channels span-200

ning 231-770 keV energies. Superposed on the counts is the result of the automated Gaus-201

sian fit with a linear trend (step 2), fit using the interval of data within the vertical grey202

rectangles. The Gaussian fits converged well to the microburst in these energy channels,203

with R2 > 0.8. As a guide, we added a vertical dotted black line, aligned to the time204

of peak counts in the lowest energy channel (panel D), to help visually identify disper-205

sion. The peak microburst counts were delayed at higher energies—the concrete signa-206

ture of inverse dispersion.207

To see this dispersion more clearly, Fig. 2(E) shows the peak time lag, ∆t. The x-208

axis error bars correspond to the energy channel range, estimated with a GEometry ANd209

Tracking (Geant4; Agostinelli et al., 2003) model of the FIREBIRD-II detectors (Johnson210

et al., 2020). The y-axis error bars correspond to the 18.75 ms instrument cadence.211
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Figure 2. Inversely-dispersed microburst observed on 27 August 2015 at 12:40:37 UT. Panels

(A)-(D) show the collimated detector counts spanning 230-770 keV energies in descending order.

In each panel, FU3’s counts are the solid step-line, while the superposition of Gaussian and linear

fits is the dashed black line. The grey vertical bars span the 300-ms interval of data used for the

fit, and the vertical dotted line is a guide to help identify dispersion. Panel (E) shows the peak

time lag as a function of energy. The x-error bars corresponds to the energy channel range and

y-errors correspond to the collimated detector cadence. We fit the peak time delay with a linear

model. The black dashed line shows the best fit, with the fit slope and the 95% credible interval

(CI) annotated.
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We then fit the points in Fig. 2(E) with a line to estimate the average dispersion212

(step 3). As previously mentioned, the uncertainty in peak time is parameterized with213

a Normal log-likelihood, and uncertainty in energy is parameterized with three assump-214

tions and compared. For the exponential energy spectrum uncertainty, we calculated the215

exponential decay parameter from the data. That is, we fit the microburst flux to216

J = J0e
−E/E0 , (2)

and we found that the exponential decay parameter to be E0 = 86 keV, similar to the217

typical microburst spectrum reported by Johnson et al. (2021). Figure 2(E) shows the218

resulting linear fit, with the optimal TOF dispersion slope of 0.1 [ms/keV] with the 95%219

credible interval (CI) spanning 0.03−0.17 [ms/keV]. The other two x-error uncertainty220

assumptions resulted in a similar optimal dispersion slopes of 0.09 [ms/keV]—a 10% dif-221

ference.222

4 Discussion and Conclusion223

Notwithstanding a lack of magnetically conjugate high-altitude satellites at this time,224

we compared the rate of dispersion delay to the TOF model (Miyoshi et al., 2010; Saito225

et al., 2012) with the following inputs. A 3 kHz/s rising tone chorus element sweep rate,226

and plasma density estimated using the Sheeley et al. (2001) model evaluated at the L-227

shell of FU3. We assume the constant plasma density along the field line. Figure 3 shows228

three resulting TOF curves corresponding to different chorus wave frequencies spanning229

0.2 − 0.4 ωce. Our observation is consistent with the 0.2 ωce curve—significantly con-230

straining the wave frequency that generated the microburst.231

This conclusion is observationally supported by the Shue et al. (2019) and Shumko232

et al. (2021) results. The authors found that the chorus rising tone frequency sweeps over233

a wide range of frequencies on timescales longer than relativistic microbursts by a fac-234

tor of 3-4. Since microburst electrons are scattered over a duration shorter than the fre-235

quency sweep, this suggests that relativistic microbursts are scattered by a relatively nar-236

rower band of wave frequency.237

In modeling this microburst, we assumed that the plasma density is uniform along238

the magnetic field line (Sheeley et al., 2001). In reality, this assumption is simplistic as239

modulations in the plasma density can be as small as a few tens of km (Agapitov et al.,240

2011; Hosseini et al., 2021). This scale is similar to the ∼ 28 km equatorial distance that241

FU3 traversed during this microburst (estimated using the Tsyganenko (1989) magnetic242

field model). Density irregularities can duct chorus waves to high magnetic latitudes with-243

out significant attenuation, and modify the ratio of the plasma to cyclotron frequencies244

that controls the resonant energies involved in wave-particle interactions (Summers et245

al., 1998; Thorne et al., 2005; Miyoshi et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2022; A. V. Artemyev246

et al., 2021). A parametric study of this effect on the electron TOF will be a subject of247

future work.248

Inverse dispersed microburst observations have also been reported by Kawamura249

et al. (2021), who analyzed a FIREBIRD-II conjunction above an auroral all sky imager250

that concurrently observed pulsating aurora. The authors detected the inverse TOF en-251

ergy dispersion by applying the Hilbert transform and reported that the ∆t were shorter252

than the FIREBIRD-II cadence during that observation.253

Besides Kawamura et al. (2021) and this study, inverse dispersed microbursts are254

absent in the literature. Despite our efforts to automate this methodology to find more255

inverse dispersed microbursts, the FIREBIRD-II collimated detector is sometimes affected256

by dead time and saturation that can appear as inversely dispersed microbursts. The257

example in Appendix A demonstrates this saturation characteristic. As a result, reliable258

identification of inverse dispersed microbursts observed by FIREBIRD-II must be done259

by visual inspection.260
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ωce

ωce

ωce

Figure 3. Time-of-flight curves derived from the Miyoshi-Saito model (Saito et al., 2012). The

colored curves correspond to chorus waves with normalized frequencies spanning 0.2 − 0.4 ωce.

The four points correspond to the observed dispersion with the highest energy point pinned to

the time nearest to where the curves intersect.
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While FIREBIRD-II’s 12.5−18.75 ms cadence, and 6 energy channels appear suf-261

ficient for observing microburst dispersion, working with this data taught us a few lessons262

for future instrument development. For an instrument designed to test the TOF model263

(Saito et al., 2012; Miyoshi et al., 2010), especially to observe the dispersion inflection264

in the TOF curves (at 200 keV in Fig. 3) the overarching requirement is to observe enough265

electrons across an energy range spanning 10s keV - 1 MeV. This is where the main dif-266

ficulty lies—there are exponentially fewer high-energy electrons than low-energy electrons,267

and the required fast sample rate necessitates the use of a large geometric factor for de-268

tection of high energy flux (e.g. Sullivan, 1971). This requirement must be met under269

the constraints of sampling quickly enough, with enough differential energy channels, and270

over a sufficient energy span. The number of differential energy channels may also be271

crucial to constrain the wave generation region via ray tracing models.272

Moreover, there may be a physical explanation for why inverse-dispersed microbursts273

are seldom observed. While the microburst studied here precipitated immediately as it274

was in the bounce loss cone region in the North Atlantic, this is not always the case. If275

the microburst is observed in the drift loss cone, some of the microburst electrons may276

survive successive glances off the atmosphere, shown by J. B. Blake et al. (1996) and Shumko277

et al. (2018), and any signature of inverse TOF dispersion will be quickly undone by bounce-278

phase mixing and drift (O’Brien et al., 2022).279

In summary, we found a clear inverse dispersed microburst where the high energy280

electrons lagged behind the low energy electrons in the 231-770 keV range. We estimated281

that the higher energy electrons arrived progressively later with a TOF dispersion of 0.1 [ms/keV].282

Considering the instrument uncertainty, the range of probable dispersion values spans283

0.03−0.17 [ms/keV]. This counter-intuitive effect is theoretically supported, assuming284

a field-aligned 0.2 ωce chorus wave resonated with electrons via the n = 1 cyclotron res-285

onance (Miyoshi et al., 2010; Saito et al., 2012). Consequently, our observation supports286

that the first-order cyclotron resonance was most efficient, and the chorus wave prop-287

agated to high magnetic latitudes without significant attenuation (Thorne et al., 2005;288

W. Li et al., 2011; Agapitov et al., 2013; Colpitts et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2022). It is289

also evidence that a single microburst can be attributed to scattering by a wave with a290

narrow range of frequencies. Finally, this study confirms that the TOF theory produces291

credible results, and helps constrain the high-altitude plasma and wave environment where292

microbursts are generated.293

Appendix A Saturation and Dead Time294

The FIREBIRD-II count data is at times affected by dead time and saturation. Iden-295

tifying dead time is relatively straightforward as additional penetrating particles do not296

produce a signal, resulting in 0 counts in the HiRes data across all energy channels.297

FIREBIRD-II detectors also saturate when the electron energy spectrum is hard298

(Johnson et al., 2020). This is a result of how the Dual Amplifier Pulse Peak Energy Run-299

down (DAPPER) integrated circuit (J. Blake et al., 2016) digitizes the accumulated charge.300

The charge pulse is digitized by creating a fixed-voltage, variable duration digital pulse301

with the pulse duration linearly proportional to the input from the detector. Therefore,302

higher energy electrons take longer to process; during which no other electrons are counted.303

When enough high-energy electrons are present, the amount of lower energy electrons304

is undercounted. As a result, lower energy channel counts sag as the higher energy chan-305

nels peak. Johnson et al. (2020) describes this saturation in more detail and provides306

an example in their Fig. 8.307

This saturation results in microbursts that appear dispersed, so they must be vi-308

sually inspected. Figure A1 demonstrates this saturation. It shows a very intense mi-309

croburst, spanning the full energy range of the instrument. The two lowest energy chan-310
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nel counts in Panels (E) and (F) sag around 26.3 seconds—right as the > 1 MeV chan-311

nel counts in Panel (A) peak. This is the tell-tale sign of saturation. Soon after, as >312

1 MeV counts decrease, the counts in Panels (E) and (F) rebound. As a result, for the313

lowest energy channels, the automated Gaussian fitting algorithm converged at the pre-314

saturated microburst peak, resulting in an artificial (and compelling) inverse dispersion.315

For this reason, we urge researchers to carefully inspect each microburst for saturation316

before embarking on a statistical study of microburst dispersion.317

Appendix B Open Research318

The FIREBIRD-II data is available online at https://solar.physics.montana319

.edu/FIREBIRD II/. The authors used the pymc3 Python package (Salvatier et al., 2016)320

version 3.11.5 to implement the Bayesian fit. The code to reproduce these results is avail-321

able on GitHub: https://github.com/mshumko/microburst_dispersion, and is archived322

on Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7799828/.323
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Figure A1. A microburst that erroneously appears inverse dispersed due to saturation.

Counts in the two lowest energy channels, shown in panels (E) and (F), sag right as the > 1 MeV

channel counts, shown in panel (A) peaks around 06:12:26.3. This leads to an erroneous signature

of inverse dispersion.
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